THE BENEFITS OF AN EVM GAP ANALYSIS:
Understanding EVM Compliance
Use today’s performance data to manage and control future outcomes.™

A Gap Analysis helps you focus on areas in your existing program management environment that
are not in compliance with industry best practices.
What determines compliance with industry best practices?
The SAE EIA-748-C Standard for Earned Value Management Systems (EVMS) is the benchmark for good
program management practices. It includes 32 best business practices for program management that
provide a framework for successful integrated program management. By implementing these 32 guidelines,
companies can provide their Program Managers and their customers or government Program Management
Offices (PMOs) with the highest level of visibility into a program’s performance and chances for success.
Each organization should tailor the guidelines to their culture and management needs to the extent that the
outcomes still meet the intent of the guidelines. The guidelines fall under five major categories:
1 Organization – Do you have the proper foundation for
planning and monitoring progress on the program?
2 Planning & Budgeting – Do you have a schedule and
budget baseline against which actual performance on
the program can be compared?
3 Accounting – Are you tracking costs?
4 Analysis & Management Reports – Are you analyzing
cost and schedule variances correctly and reporting
progress?
5 Revisions & Data Maintenance – Have you
implemented changes to your baseline in a manner
that allows you to track change history?
How TriVariant Can Help
We bring more than a decade of experience supporting proposals and contracts with Earned Value
Management requirements. Our consultants have the knowledge and experience to assist you in identifying
areas where your current program management environment can improve. Additionally, we can provide a
plan and step by step guidance to help your team implement the changes. For details on how TriVariant can
help you conduct an EVM Gap Analysis, please email info@trivariant.com or complete our short online
Request for Information form.
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